Abstract—Software visualization can be very useful for answering complex questions that arise in the software development process. Although modern visualization engines offer expressive APIs for building such visualizations, developers often have difficulties to (1) identify a suitable visualization technique to answer their particular development question, and to (2) implement that visualization using the existing APIs. Examples that illustrate the usage of an engine to build concrete visualizations offer a good starting point, but developers may have to traverse long lists of categories and analyze examples one-by-one to find a suitable one.

We propose MetaVis, a tool that fills the gap between existing visualization techniques and their practical applications during software development. We classify questions frequently formulated by software developers and for each, based on our expertise, identify suitable visualizations. MetaVis uses tags mined from these questions to offer a tag-iconic cloud-based visualization. Each tag links to suitable visualizations that developers can explore, modify and try out. We present initial results of an implementation of MetaVis in the Pharo programming environment. The tool visualizes 76 developers’ questions assigned to 49 visualization examples.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software visualization can play an effective role to answer a number of questions that arise during software development. For instance, before “refactoring a legacy software system”, developers should know “what are the dependencies of this code?”. Obviously, a visualization on which developers can identify entities and trace dependencies would help them to prioritize the tasks that might require more effort.

Though existing visualizations are often characterized by the types of questions that they are well-suited to answer, based on our recent research on 65 design study papers in SOFTVIS/VISSOFT venues, each work introduces a new tool or technique [1]. That is, developers may need to explore a long list of existing visualizations to adopt the one that fits their needs. Consider the case of the Roassal visualization engine [2] available for Smalltalk. Although it provides 363 examples that developers can adapt, the examples belong to 36 different visualization categories that are categorized based on the addressed technique or feature rather than on development concerns.

We conjecture that the low adoption of visualization is a direct result of the difficulties that developers experience in searching for a suitable visualization. We believe that providing visualization support within IDEs and categorizing existing techniques in a way that maps to the certain needs for development tasks is very helpful for developers.

We have performed a small experiment that supports our hypothesis. We instrumented the Roassal example browser to monitor the behavior of users who have installed Roassal recently, and thus have demonstrated their interest in adopting visualizations. Over the period of one month we collected the usage behavior of 58 anonymous users. They showed a trend that confirms our intuition. The top 10 users who browsed the highest number of examples had to traverse at least 5 categories on average (with a maximum of 13 categories traversed by a user who tried 60 examples) before they found an example of interest.

Nevertheless, little research has been carried out to fill the gap between existing software visualization techniques and their practical applications. For example, Hassaine et al. [3] proposed an approach for generating visualizations specifically for maintenance tasks. Sfayhi and Sahraoui [4] proposed an approach to derive interactive visualizations from descriptions of code analysis tasks. Their approach, however, required developers to use a domain-specific language to describe the task. Grammel et al. [5] studied how information visualization novices construct visualizations. They analyzed the usage of basic visualization techniques such as charts and scatter plots. Although these techniques provide limited support for the analysis of development concerns, they acknowledge the need for tools that suggest a potential visualization.

In this paper, we propose MetaVis, a tool for exploring visualization examples suitable to answer frequent development questions. MetaVis offers a tag-iconic cloud-based visualization to connect frequently recurring and meaningful words, called tags, retrieved from the collected questions to icons that represent visualization examples. The tool allows users to discover and adapt appropriate visualization examples with the help of tags that are relevant to their needs. We present initial results of integrating MetaVis into the Pharo programming environment [6]. Amongst 173 questions that developers frequently ask during software development, collected from related work, we assigned 76 of them to 49 suitable visualization examples selected from 363 examples in the Roassal engine. To ease the reproducibility of our research MetaVis and our data sets are publicly available [7].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes our tool; Section III presents examples of analyses; Section IV discusses our findings; and Section V concludes and presents future work.
II. METAVis

Figure 1 shows MetaVis visualization that is based on three main components: (1) a set of developer’s questions, (2) a set of visualization examples, and (3) the relationships between the two sets. We now explain these components and elaborate on how the visualization supports users for their comprehension.

A. Developer’s Questions

Developers often should answer several questions to perform a development task. Indeed, a complex task, such as “refactoring a legacy software system”, is broken down into some specific questions like “what are the dependencies between these two packages?”, “who is the owner or expert for this code?”, etc. Various researchers have mined, analyzed and thoroughly classified such questions. LaToza and Myers [8] surveyed 179 seasoned developers who answered “what hard-to-answer questions about code have you recently asked?”, and identified 91 types of such questions. Sillito et al. [9] collected 44 types of questions from two observational studies: in one study they interviewed 9 computer science graduate students, and in another, 16 industrial programmers. Fritz and Murphy [10] also interviewed 11 developers with varying expertise in industry, and gathered 46 types of questions.

We could identify 173 distinct questions from the aforementioned studies. Two authors of this paper (Merino and Bergel) studied these questions to identify those for which visualization represents a suitable means to reveal an answer. Each participant studied each question independently. In our experience, questions that aim at analyzing relationships among entities, comparing metrics and classifying entities using a certain criteria can benefit from visualization. At the end, we compared our results and discussed any conflict. We agreed that out of 173 questions visualization significantly helps to answer 76 of them (44%) like “how big is this code?”, “where is this method called or type referenced?”, and “what classes have been changed most?” just to name a few (the complete list of these questions is available online [7]). We excluded the 97 remaining questions (shown in Figure 2) for multiple reasons. We mainly excluded questions (1) already supported by tools part of the standard development environment, and (2) on which visualization is trivial and gathering the data represents most of the answer, labeled as Trivial Visualization, or on which the input data is not available (e.g., assumptions, intent, policies), labeled as Lack of Data. We thus excluded (1) questions such as “what are the arguments to this function?” for which the debugger is appropriate, “who made a particular change?”, which can be queried in the versioning control System, or “is this code tested?” for which a test coverage tool will provide a more comprehensive analysis, and (2) questions such as “what parameter values does each situation pass to this method?”, “how many recursive calls happen during this operation?”, and “why was it done this way?”. Similar questions from other studies could be incorporated into our approach by expanding the set of related tags that represent a given development concern.

B. Visualization Examples

We take the specific case of the examples that are shipped with the Roassal visualization engine. Roassal is a general-purpose visualization engine, which means that it is not limited to visualization of software concerns. It provides 363 examples that show novice users how various APIs can be used to obtain a certain visualization. The examples are organized into 36 categories (e.g., Color Palettes, Interaction, Tree map). Users browse a category and see small
screenshots of its visualization examples. Users can select an example, inspect its implementation and shape it to their needs.

We analyzed the 363 examples one by one. Although examples are not designed specifically for visualization of software development concerns, we found 49 that provide a useful starting point on which users can build visualizations to answer some of the questions identified in II-A.

Identifying which of dozens of questions relate to the actual need of a developer is a hard task. Consequently, MetaVis automatically split questions into frequently occurring and meaningful words (e.g., verbs, nouns), called tags, that we manually relate to suitable visualization examples. In the following we elaborate on the visualization that we designed for their exploration.

C. TIC: Tag-Iconic Cloud-Based Visualization

The TIC visualization follows Shneidermann's visualization mantra [11]: first users explore an overview of the cloud of development concerns to identify tags of interest, then they zoom into details of surrounding visualization examples, and finally they obtain details-on-demand by selecting an example that they can modify to fit their needs. Figure 3 shows the basic components of the TIC visualization: (1) tags that encode in their size how frequently they arise in the set of questions, (2) icons that represent visualization examples, and (3) on-demand edges that connect tags and examples.

![Figure 3. TIC wireframe composed of (1) tags from questions, (2) visualization examples, and (3) on-demand edges that connect tags and examples.](image)

In this section we present some sample questions from the literature, and show how MetaVis helps us to identify suitable visualizations to answer these questions.

A. Who is the owner or expert for this code? [8]

We observe that owner and expert are not frequent tags in our data set, hence their corresponding tags are difficult to find at first sight and require us to search for them. When we search for owner, two results owner and ownership are returned. Once we select the first tag, the visualization centers and highlights it. We then follow three steps shown in Figure 4 (top): 1) we select one of the visualization examples that is linked to the selected tag (left pane); 2) the code example of the selected visualization appears in the center pane. We modify the source code towards the analysis of code authorship. In particular, we add line 4 to collect all distinct authors of the set of classes, add lines 5-6 to create an object that returns a different color for each author, and modify line 7 to assign those colors to methods based on their author; 3) we obtain a visualization (right pane) that shows classes with their methods colored according to their authors.

B. Where is this method called or type referenced? [9]

We identify two potential tags in this question: method and called. In Figure 4 (bottom) we show the sequence of steps performed. The visualization pane (left) shows the tags that we spot at first glance since they are quite common. We select one depicting a node-base diagram of the linked visualization examples and inspect its source
code. Although the example already includes the main elements required in the analysis (classes, dependent classes, relationships), the number of edges depicted obstruct the analysis of dependencies of a particular class. We add interaction to the class nodes to highlight their dependencies when we hover over one of the classes.

IV. DISCUSSION

During the analysis of questions that were good candidates for visualization, we identified three key groups of questions:

1) Relating Some questions sought to analyze relationships among software artifacts such as types, methods, objects, exceptions, and libraries. For example “what depends on this code?”, “how are these types related?”. We found that suitable visualizations for this group are based on node-link diagrams, parallel coordinates [17], and Sunburst [18].

2) Weighting Certain questions tried to weigh entities for comparison. Examples are “how big is this code?”, “which part of this code takes the most time?”. The visualizations that we found suitable for them were mostly based on simple charts, TreeMap [19], and Polymetric Views [20].

3) Identifying Other questions aim to identify entities such as software artifacts, or people involved in development tasks. Examples are “who is using that API?”, “who implements this interface?”. We recognize multiple visualization techniques suitable to tackle such questions, therefore we do not identify a particular preferred technique.

We observe that detecting what visualization techniques are frequently proposed to answer a particular group of questions (e.g., relate, weigh, identify) suggests a future work direction on automating the process of visualization.
A. Limitations

A general limitation of MetaVis is bias in the choice and size of the set of development questions, in the set of visualization examples, and in the relationships between them. We mitigated these limitations by building the set of questions from relevant research in the field, collecting examples from a visualization engine developed by a highly active community, and discussing the relationships (manually assigned) between two authors of this paper. Regarding the TIC visualization technique, the size of the tags across multiple development concerns makes less frequent ones difficult to find visually. We observe that this issue can be mitigated by providing users with independent clouds for each development concern. Also the choice of words used to formulate the selected questions can affect the discoverability of development concerns; normalizing words and unifying synonyms could alleviate that issue.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Although large numbers of visualization techniques have been proposed, and much research has investigated their effective use, little support is available for developers seeking a suitable visualization for their task at hand.

We have studied related work and have collected questions that programmers frequently ask during software development. We manually mapped these questions to suitable visualization examples. We designed a tag-iconic cloud-based visualization that relates frequent tags retrieved from questions and links them to appropriate visualization examples. Developers explore the cloud, identify important tags for their particular needs, and find suitable examples that they can customize.

We plan to (1) evaluate the tool with developers using a larger set of questions and enriched visualizations, and (2) investigate classifications of development concerns and suggested visualizations from the field towards automating the construction of visualization.
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